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1 The puzzle

The simple Dutch motion verb vallen ‘fall’ is semantically usually non-agentive and syntactically
clearly unaccusative, as is apparent from the fact that it selects the auxiliary zijn ‘be’ in the perfect
and allows its past participle to be used as a prenominal attributive modifier of its subject (see, e.g.,
Hoekstra 1984, Broekhuis, Corver & Vos 2015):1

(1) a. de bomen/bladeren/soldaten/oordelen {zijn/*hebben} gevallen
the trees/leaves/soldiers/verdicts are/have fallen

b. de gevallen bomen/bladeren/soldaten/oordelen
the fallen trees/leaves/soldiers/verdicts

Transitivisation of simple vallen involving ablaut (vellen ‘fell’) produces morphological
causatives whose subjects can usually only be lumberjacks, wars, illnesses or courts of law: (1N).

(1N) a. de houthakker heeft de bomen/*bladeren geveld
the lumberjack has the trees/*leaves felled

b. de strijd/de oorlog/het virus heeft de soldaten geveld
the fighting/the war/the virus has the soldiers felled

c. de rechtbank heeft een oordeel geveld
the justice.court has a verdict felled

But in the presence of certain prepositional elements, non-ablauted vallen can be used in a way that
is semantically agentive and in certain ways syntactically transitive, although unaccusative traits are
preserved as well. This is illustrated in (2) for the complex verb binnenvallen ‘inside.fall, invade’.
The transitivity of binnenvallen is particularly clear from the fact that it can be passivised with pro-
motion of the object to subject, as in (2c), and allows its past participle to be used as a prenominal
attributive modifier of the object, as in (2d.i). Yet binnenvallen preserves three important properties
of unaccusative vallen: selection of the auxiliary zijn ‘be’ in the periphrastic perfect in (2b), the fact
that the noun phrase of land ‘country’ can be omitted in (2a,b,d.ii), and the fact that the past parti-
ciple can be used as a prenominal attributive modifier of the subject in (2d.ii), just as in (1b), even
in the presence of an object. The grammaticality of (2d.ii) alongside (2d.i), the former typical of un-
accusative verbs and the latter of transitive ones, perhaps brings most vividly to light the hybridity
of binnenvallen with respect to the unaccusative/transitive dichotomy.

1 Even in the presence of so-called Agent-oriented adverbials, vallen is still syntactically unaccusative, as witness
zijn selection and participle use in (i). I will address this in section 4.

(i) a. ik ben opzettelijk/met opzet gevallen b. de opzettelijk/met opzet gevallen man
I am deliberately/on purpose fallen the deliberately/on purpose fallen man
‘I fell on purpose’ ‘the man who fell on purpose’
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(2) a. het leger zal (deze landen) binnenvallen
the army will these countries inside.fall
‘the army will invade (these countries)’

b. het leger {is/*heeft} (deze landen) binnengevallen
the army is/has these countries inside.fallen
‘the army has invaded these countries’

c. deze landen werden (door het leger) binnengevallen
these countries became by the army inside.fallen
‘these countries were invaded (by the army)’

d.i het binnengevallen land d.ii het (ons land) binnengevallen leger
the inside.fallen country the (our country) inside.fallen army
‘the country that was invaded’ ‘the army that invaded (our country)’

For unaccusative groeien ‘grow’ in (3) a similar picture presents itself. In the specialised
context of agricultural produce, groeien alternates with the suppletive lexical causative kweken: (3N).
But attachment to groeien of the prefix ont- forms a complex verb which exhibits a mix of unac-
cusative and transitive properties: ontgroeien is like its English cognate outgrow in taking an object
and promoting that object to subject under passivisation (4a,c); but it shows (more clearly than
English outgrow ever could2) that it remains unaccusative in auxiliary selection (4b) and attributive
modification of the subject (4d.ii). The only difference between the (ont)groeien and (binnen)vallen
cases is the fact that in the former the complex verb is obligatorily transitive (the noun phrase of
pand ‘building’ is inomissible in (4a,b,d.ii)) whereas binnenvallen supports intransitive construal.

(3) a. de tomaten/kinderen/bedrijven {zijn/*hebben} flink gegroeid
the tomatoes/children/companies are/have quite grown

b. de flink gegroeide tomaten/kinderen/bedrijven
the quite grown tomatoes/children/companies

(3N) ze hebben deze tomaten/??kinderen/*bedrijven gekweekt
they have these tomatoes/children/companies grown

(4) a. het bedrijf zal zijn panden spoedig ontgroeien
the company will its buildings soon outgrow
‘the company will soon outgrow its buildings’

b. de company {is/*heeft} zijn panden ontgroeid
the company is/has its buildings outgrown
‘the company has outgrown its buildings’

c. de panden werden al gauw ontgroeid
the buildings became already quickly outgrown
‘the buildings were quickly outgrown’

d.i het ontgroeide pand d.ii het *(zijn pand) ontgroeide bedrijf
the outgrown building the its building outgrown company
‘the building that was outgrown’ ‘the company that outgrew its building’

2 Anders Holmberg (p.c.) points out that Swedish cognates to the Dutch complex verbs discussed in this paper
apparently also fail to exhibit clear traits of unaccusativity. Why this is the case is not entirely clear to me at this time.
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Whereas binnenvallen ‘invade’ and ontgroeien ‘outgrow’ preserve unaccusative traits,3 the
complex verbs overvallen ‘over.fall, raid’ and begroeien ‘be.grow, cover’ are ‘ordinary’ transitive
verbs in every respect: they select hebben ‘have’ and do not allow their participles to be used as
attributive modifiers of the subject:4

(5) a. de bende wil deze banken overvallen
the gang wants these banks over.fall
‘the gang wants to raid these banks’

b. de bende {*is/heeft} deze banken overvallen
the gang is/has these banks over.fallen
‘the gang has raided these banks’

c. deze banken werden (door de bende) overvallen
these banks became by the gang over.fallen
‘these banks were raided (by the gang)’

d.i de overvallen bank d.ii *de (deze bank) overvallen bende
the over.fallen bank the this bank over.fallen gang
‘the bank that was raided’ ‘the gang that raided this bank’

(6) a. de klimop zal alle muren begroeien
the ivy will all walls be.grow
‘the ivy will cover all walls’

b. de klimop {*is/heeft} alle muren begroeid
the ivy is/has all walls be.grown
‘the ivy has covered all walls’

c. alle muren werden begroeid met klimop
all walls became be.grown with ivy
‘all walls were covered with ivy’

d.i de begroeide muur d.ii *de (de muur) begroeide klimop
the be.grown wall the the wall be.grown ivy
‘the wall that was covered’ ‘the ivy that covered (the wall)’

Though the transitivity puzzle is particularly multi-faceted in the case of vallen ‘fall’ and
groeien ‘grow’, it also rears its head in the realm of change-of-location verbs. Thus, the complex
verbs nakomen ‘after.come, honour’ in (7) and aangaan ‘on.go, engage’ in (8) can take an object that
is promotable to subject under passivisation, as in (7c) and (8c), and modifiable by the attributively
used past participle, as in (7d.i) and (8d.i), yet they remain unaccusative in selecting zijn ‘be’ (7/8b)
and allowing the participle to serve as an attributive modifier of the subject (7/8d.ii).5

3 Like binnenvallen ‘invade’ and ontgroeien ‘outgrow’ in preserving the unaccusative hallmarks of zijn-selection
and prenominal attributive use of the participle are bijvallen ‘by.fall, applaud’ (as in de man is de vrouw bijgevallen ‘the
man is the woman by.fallen, i.e., the man applauded the woman’) and ontvluchten ‘out.flee’. The latter is also like
binnenvallen in being able to be used intransitively (ze zijn ontvlucht ‘they fled’); but bijvallen is obligatorily transitive.

4 Like overvallen ‘raid’ are ondergaan ‘undergo’ and (for most speakers; see fn. 10) aanvallen ‘on.fall, attack’.

5 Like nakomen ‘honour’ are tegemoetkomen ‘towards.come, meet’ and overeenkomen ‘matched.come, agree’.
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(7) a. deze mensen willen hun verplichtingen niet nakomen
these people want their obligations not after.come
‘these people do not want to honour their commitments’

b. deze mensen {zijn/*hebben} hun verplichtingen nagekomen
these people are/have their obligations honoured
‘these people have honoured their commitments’

c. hun verplichtingen werden (door deze mensen) niet nagekomen
their obligations became (by these people) not after.come
‘commitments are often not being honoured (by these people)’

d.i de nagekomen verplichtingen d.ii de *(hun verplichtingen) nagekomen mensen
the after.come obligations the their obligations after.come people
‘the commitments honoured’ ‘the folks who honoured their commitments’

(8) a. deze mensen willen geen nieuwe verplichtingen aangaan
these people want no new obligations on.go
‘these people do not want to make new commitments’

b. deze mensen {zijn/*hebben} nieuwe verplichtingen aangegaan
these people are/have new obligations on.gone
‘these people have made new commitments’

c. nieuwe verplichtingen werden werden (door deze mensen) aangegaan
new obligations became by these people on.gone
‘new commitments were made (by these people)’

d.i de aangegane verplichtingen d.ii de *(verplichtingen) aangegane mensen
the on.gone obligations the obligations on.gone people
‘the commitments made’ ‘the people who have made commitments’

In the context of positional verbs, it is hard to evince ‘persistence of unaccusativity’ in the
complex verbs derived from them. Though unquestionably unaccusative (see, e.g., Hoekstra & Mul-
der 1990, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995), positional verbs take the auxiliary hebben (9a) (zijn as
a rule occurs only with processual/dynamic verbs) and resist the use of their past participles as
prenominal attributive modifiers of the subject (9b). So it is not enormously revealing that the com-
plex verb bijstaan ‘by.stand’ selects hebben (10c) and does not allow its past participle to be used
as a modifier of the subject (10d.ii). The auxiliary selection, passivisation and participial modifi-
cation properties of bijstaan ‘by.stand’ in (10) are fully compatible with unambiguously transitive
behaviour on the part of this complex verb, much like begroeien ‘be.grow’ in (6).6 It is impossible
to bring the survival of the unaccusative properties of the base verb to light with the aid of the
familiar diagnostics (auxiliary selection, prenominal attributive use of the participle as a modifier
of the subject) because of the fact that these diagnostics, for independent reasons, do not deliver in
the case of positional verbs. But the fact per se that basic positional verbs such as staan ‘stand’ can
form complex verbs of the type illustrated in (10) makes them behave differently from unergative
verbs such as niesen ‘sneeze’ and kuchen ‘cough’, and fit in with the pattern found in (1)–(8).

6 Like bijstaan ‘by.stand’ is aanhangen ‘on.hang, adhere to’, as in ze hebben deze theorie aangehangen ‘they
have this theory on.hung’. The complex verbs bezitten ‘be.sit, possess’ and doorliggen ‘lie sore’ (as in hij ligt zijn rug
door ‘he lies his back sore’) deserve special treatment. On the former, see section 5; on the latter, see Den Dikken (2020).
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(9) a. de mensen {*zijn/hebben} gestaan
the people are/have stood

b. *de gestane mensen
the stood people

(10) a. de regering moet de mensen bijstaan
the government must the people by.stand
‘the government must assist the people’

b. de regering {*is/heeft} de mensen bijgestaan
the government has/is the people by.stood
‘the government has assisted the people’

c. de mensen werden (door de regering) bijgestaan
the people became by the government by.stood
‘the people were being assisted (by the government)’

d.i de bijgestane mensen d.ii *de het volk bijgestane regering
the by.stood people the the people by.stood government
‘the people that was assisted’ ‘the government that has assisted the people’

The general challenge that the data canvassed above present us with is how the grammar can
turn simple unaccusative verbs into transitive and passivisable verbs while still preserving some of
the hallmarks of unaccusativity. It is this challenge that this paper will take by the horns and place
in its theoretical context.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2, I present a proposal for the syntactic
representation underlying constructions featuring complex verbs based on simple positional and
motion verbs that reconciles the peculiar encounter of unaccusativity, agentivity and transitivity seen
in them with a principled syntax of argument structure. With this analysis in place, section 3 goes
on to present an outlook on the properties of unaccusative/transitive hybrids in the realms of
auxiliary selection, prenominal attributive construal of past participles, and passivisation. Section
4 addresses the agentivity of the unaccusative/transitive hybrids from the perspective of the mapping
of thematic roles onto syntactic positions (the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis and the
Hale & Keyser programme). In section 5, the central proposal in section 2 is extended to experiencer
constructions closely related to the hybrids of unaccusativity, agentivity and transitivity presented
by the core cases. One such construction is the one expressing possession, based on the positional
verb zitten ‘sit’: bezitten ‘be.sit, possess’ (cf. also German besitzen and Latin possîdeô ‘possess’).
Section 6 summarises and closes the paper.

2 The structure

2.1 The proposal in a nutshell

Basic positional and change-of-location verbs (e.g., stand, sit, lie, go, come, fall), when used in
combination with a spatial PP predicated of the Theme, are copular verbs (Hoekstra & Mulder 1990).
In the terminology of Den Dikken’s (2006) syntax of predication, this means that they serve as
RELATORs of a predicate and its subject:
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(11) a. he lay on the floor
he fell on the floor

b. [RP [DP he] [RN RELATOR=V(lie, fall) [PP on the floor]]]

The subject, in constructions such as (11a), is the Theme — the argument of which the location
denoted by the PP in the complement of the positional or change-of-location verb is predicated. The
core structure for sentences of the type in (11a) given in (11b) is a RELATOR-based update of Hale
& Keyser’s (1993) analysis of the ‘Theme-of’ relation.

Themes are the arguments of which a location or state, or change thereof, is predicated. The
specifier position of the RP in (11b) is thus an excellent base-generation site for Themes. But the
RELATOR of the predication relation between the spatial PP and the Theme does not have to be
verbal: in with-absolutive constructions (with him on the floor, we are done for) or ‘Mad Magazine
sentences’ (him on the floor?! no way!), we find no verb (and postulating a silent verb is unmotivat-
ed). A non-verbal locative predication structure with a Theme subject can serve as the complement
of a verb as well. We see this, for instance, in (12a):

(12) a. she sneezed mucus on(to) the floor
she vomited her lunch on(to) the floor

b. [RP2 [DP she] [RN RELATOR1=v [VP V(sneeze, vomit) [RP1 DP [RN RELATOR1=i [PP P DP]]]]]]

In the structure in (12b), sneeze and vomit are unergative activity verbs projecting accomplishment-
VPs thanks to the fact that they take a small clause complement that provides a ‘telos’ for the activity
that the verb denotes.

My proposal for the syntax of the transitive/unaccusative hybrids canvassed in section 1 is
that they are a cross-breed of the structures in (11b) and (12b). The structure in (13) shares with
(11b) the fact that the basic positional or change-of-location verb is used as a RELATOR of a predi-
cation relation. But with (12b), (13) has in common the fact that the predication involving the Theme
argument is established in the complement of V. The predicate related to the Theme by RELATOR1

is a locative PP, as in both (11b) and (12b). Whereas the complement of P in (11) and (12) is
semantically independent, in (13) the preposition’s complement is a projection of an inalienably
possessed noun phrase, often denoting a body (part). RP1 contains what Williams (1980) calls a
‘predicate variable’, representing the understood possessor of the possessed noun phrase. As a result,
RP1 in (13) is not fully saturated: although RP1 is itself a predication structure, it can still be predi-
cated of the External Possessor, which saturates the predication structure by being linked to this
predicate variable.7

(13) [RP2 [PP P DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM]]]]]
– DP1 = Theme (the argument of which the location denoted by PP is predicated)
– DP2 = External Possessor of the inalienably possessed noun phrase

7 Myler (2016) refers to such saturation-at-a-distance as ‘delayed gratification’ (as opposed to ‘instant gratifi-
cation’, which is more strictly local). Myler points out correctly that ‘delayed gratification’ is a feature common to move-
ment-eschewing generative approaches (such as LFG and HPSG) but has a role to play in movement-based theories, too.
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In transitive/unaccusative hybrids, the preposition introducing the External Possessor (DP2)
is null, and the External Possessor itself gets dependent accusative case (Marantz 1991/2000, Baker
2014, Myler 2013) in the active. In sentences of the type presented in section 1, the inalienably
possessed noun phrase in the complement of the locative P is silent — though we will shortly
encounter cases in which the possessum is realised overtly. The Theme (DP1), which serves as the
subject of predication for the locative PP, is promoted to subject, as in unaccusatives in general,
unhindered by the PP-enclosed External Possessor. The derivation of unaccusative-based surface
transitives based on the structure in (13) is summarised in (14).

(14) [TP DP1 [TN T [RP2 [PP Pi DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc DPi]]]]]]

The External Possessor originates higher in the structure than the Theme — necessarily so:
the locative PP is predicated locally of the Theme within RP1; it is only after this that the ‘predicate
variable’ contained in the inalienably possessed noun phrase facilitates the predication of RP1 as a
whole of the External Possessor. But despite the fact that the External Possessor is introduced into
the structure in a position higher than the Theme, it is the Theme that is the argument promoted to
subject. The object of the examples in (15) and (16) is unambiguously identified as the External
Possessor of the body part noun phrase (headed by zijde ‘side’ in the b–example); the argument
serving as the structural subject is the Theme (i.e., the subject of RP1).

(15) a. ze zullen hem bijstaan
they will him by stand

b. ze zullen hem terzijde staan
they will him at.the.side stand
both: ‘they will assist him’, NOT ‘he will assist them’

(16) a. hij zal hen bijstaan
he will them by.stand

b. hij zal hen terzijde staan
he will them at.the.side stand
both: ‘he will assist them’, NOT ‘they will assist him’

The reason why it is the Theme that undergoes raising to subject is that it is the smallest category
that can satisfy the probe T: a DP, rather than the PP that contains the External Possessor in SpecRP2.
The External Possessor is licensed in situ, getting dependent accusative case, and does not raise to
subject in the active.

This jibes well with Boneh & Sichel’s (2010) analysis of possessive constructions in
Palestinian Arabic, and Baker’s (2012, 2014) discussion of applicatives of unaccusatives in Amharic
and Shipibo. Deal (2019) rejects Baker’s analysis because, as she points out, there is no indication
in Amharic and Shipibo that the argument skipped by NP-movement to the structural subject
position is contained in a PP. But in the next subsection we will see that for Germanic there ARE ex-
plicit indications to this effect. So though Baker may have been wrong for the languages that he dis-
cussed, the hypothesis that PP-containment of a higher argument can facilitate NP-movement across
it by a lower argument is not as such ill-founded. It is in fact exactly what syntax leads one to expect.
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2.2 The External Possessor

The hypothesis that the External Possessor is included in a PP fits in with the cross-linguistic fact
that external possession frequently involves a dative-marked possessor. Relevant in this connection
is the following remark in Broekhuis, Corver & Vos (2015:237), made in the context of the claim
that selection of the auxiliary zijn in the perfect is a sufficient condition for unaccusativity and that
hence there are no transitive zijn-selecting verbs:8

We  will begin with a number of apparent counterexamples: verbs like bijspringen ‘to help 
out’, ontkomen  ‘to escape’, ontlopen ‘to escape’, ontvluchten ‘to flee’, tegemoet gaan/komen 
‘to meet’, volgen  ‘to follow’ all take an object although they form their perfect tense with zijn.
This is not really surprising given that these verbs all take a dative object in German.

That German beispringen ‘by.jump, help out’, entfliehen ‘ENT.flee, escape’, entkommen ‘ENT.come,
escape’ and entlaufen ‘ENT.run, esacpe’ take a dative object (see (17)) is understandable given the
structure in (13): the External Possessor is introduced in a PP; in German, silent prepositions can be
‘alternatively realised’ by inherent case on their complement (see Emonds 1985, 1987).

(17) a. sie ist ihm beigesprungen/entflohen/entkommen/entlaufen
she is him.DAT out.fled/out.come/out.run
‘she escaped him’

b. sie ist ihm beigesprungen
she is him.DAT by.jumped
‘she helped him out’

In Dutch transitive/unaccusative hybrids, no inherent dative case is assigned to the External
Possessor: it is precisely the External Possessor that is promoted to subject in the passive. I will
return to this in section 3. But despite the fact that no oblique case is assigned to the External
Possessor in the Dutch sentences presented in section 1, there are empirical indications that the
hypothesis that the External Possessor is harboured in a PP is correct also for Dutch.

In Dutch we occasionally find alternations between unaccusative-based constructions that
are surface transitive and ones that introduce DP2 in a PP headed by the dative preposition aan ‘to’:9

(18) a. de misdadiger is de doodstraf ontkomen / de politie ontglipt
the criminal is the death.penalty out.come the police out.slipped

b. de misdadiger is aan de doodstraf ontkomen / aan de politie ontglipt
the criminal is to the death.penalty out.come to the police out.slipped
both: ‘the criminal has escaped the death penalty / given the police the slip’

8 Broekhuis, Corver & Vos (2015) add some brief discussion in this context on the behaviour of the verbs volgen
‘follow’, verliezen ‘lose’ and vergeten ‘forget’. The latter two are not based on (change-of-)location verbs, and should
presumably be treated separately. On volgen ‘follow’, see my fn. 11, further below.

9 For ontkomen ‘out.come, get away’, the absence of the preposition aan is relatively marked in comparison to
its presence. This is not the case for ontglippen ‘out.slip’. This may be related to the fact that ontkomen can be used
intransitively (de misdadiger is ontkomen ‘the criminal got away’) whereas ontglippen cannot. But binnenvallen ‘invade’
is like ontkomen in being optionally transitive (recall (2)), yet undergoes the DP/PP alternation freely: see (20), below.
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In (18a), the External Possessor of the inalienably possessed noun phrase in the complement of the
locative P gets dependent accusative case because the P that governs DP2 is silent. For (18b),
featuring the overt preposition aan, the syntax is exactly the same, but this time around DP2 receives
the inherent case assigned by the spelled-out P.

(19) [TP DP1 [TN T [RP2 [PP Pi DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc DPi]]]]]]
a.      zij        is                 hem                     ontglipt

     she      is                 him                      out.slipped
b.      zij        is          aan hem                     ontglipt

     she      is          to    him                      out.slipped

In the pairs in (18), the b–examples feature the dative position aan. In (20) and (21), we see
that the preposition spelling out the P introducing the External Possessor argument can also be
locative:10

(20) a. de politie viel het bedrijf binnen
the police fell the company inside
‘the police dropped in on the company’

b. de politie viel bij het bedrijf binnen
the police fell at the company inside
‘the police dropped in on the company’

10 Possibly related are the examples in (i). In these more idiomatic cases, leaving P out would not be possible. Note
that while binnenvallen ‘inside.fall’ selects zijn ‘be’ in the perfect both in the presence of P and in its absence, for aan-
vallen ‘on.fall, attack’ there is a difference between DP and PP complementation: in the latter case, zijn-selection is the
only option; but although zijn is attested with transitive aanvallen (and I myself accept this), many speakers strongly
prefer hebben ‘have’ there). The use of zijn-selection with transitive aanvallen is perhaps mostly a property of formal
prose: (iia) is found in a 2019 written verdict by The Hague court of justice, (iib) is from an academic publication (by
K. Exalto, in De Nadere Reformatie en het gereformeerd Piëtisme, ed. T. Brienen et al., 1989), and (iic) is from a 21st

century on-line summary of the 17th c. play Warenar. Intransitively used aanvallen clearly prefers hebben ‘have’, which
may follow if it is based on the noun aanval: cf. de aanval inzetten ‘the attack in.set’, which is transitive (hij heeft de
aanval ingezet ‘he has the attack in.set, he has started the attack’).

(i) a. de gasten vielen op het buffet aan
the guests fell on the buffet on
‘the guests attacked the buffet’

b. de gasten zaten aan het banket aan
the guests sat on the banquet on
‘the guests were seated at the banquet’

(ii) a. hij is hen aangevallen met een mes dat hij bij zich droeg
he is them.ACC on.fallen with the knife that he with REFL carried
‘he attacked them with a knife that he was carrying’

b. het des te meer te betreuren dat zij ons aangevallen zijn
it is all the more to regret that they us.ACC on.fallen are
‘it is all the more regrettable that they attacked us’

c. Warenar is hem aangevallen met een stuk hout
Warenar is him.ACC on.fallen with a piece wood
‘Warenar attacked him with a piece of wood’
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(21) a. het leger viel dit land aan
the army fell this country on
‘the army attacked this country’

b. het leger viel op dit land aan
the army fell on this country on
‘the army made an attack on this country’

Importantly, when the verb is nominalised to form an event nominal, the use of overt bij/op becomes
obligatory if a patientive reading is intended: the reading of the a–examples in (22) is one in which
x is the Agent; (22b) is unambiguously patientive.

(22) a. de inval van x de aanval van x de overval van x
the in.fall of x the on.fall of x the over.fall of x
‘the raid of (i.e., by) x’ ‘the attack of (i.e., by) x’ ‘the robbery of (i.e., by) x’

b. de inval bij x de aanval op x de overval op x
the in.fall at x the on.fall on x the over.fall on x
‘the raid on x’ ‘the attack on x’ ‘the robbery of/on x’

This pattern (cf. López 2018:111–12 on Spanish ataque ‘attack’) can be understood based
on (13), which introduces the External Possessor in a PP. In a verbal environment, the preposition
heading this PP can readily remain silent: verbs are good at licensing (‘properly governing’) heads
that occur in their local domain. Nouns, on the other hand, have been known since at least Kayne
(1984) to have extreme difficulty licensing silence in their entourage. One reflex of this is the
inability on the part of epistemic verbs to take small clause complements (with a silent head) when
nominalised:

(23) a. they consider [RP him [RELATOR=i [AP smart]]]
b. *the(ir) consideration (of) [RP him [RELATOR=i [AP smart]]]

Another reflex of the fact that nouns cannot ‘properly govern’ across the boundaries of their imme-
diate complement is the need to spell out the preposition heading the PP introducing the External
Possessor in the structure in (13). The optionality of bij in (20) and op in (21) vs the obligatoriness
of bij/op in (22b) on the desired patientive reading of the nominalisation is support for the hypoth-
esis, embodied by (13), that the External Possessor is included in a PP.

2.3 The Inalienable Possessum

In the complex-verb examples presented thus far, the possessed noun phrase in the complement of
PLoc in (13) is either silent or spelled out together with PLoc. In the case of binnenvallen ‘invade’ in
(2), it is plausible to represent binnen as a complex element composed of the preposition bij ‘by, at,
near’ and a case form of a(n obsolete) noun denoting the inner self (cf. present-day Dutch je
binnenste ‘your inner self’). So with binnenvallen, the complement of PLoc in RP1 is spelled out as
a part of binnen. But there are transitive/unaccusative hybrids in which the inalienably possessed
noun phrase postulated in the structure in (13) comes out more clearly.
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Compare, for instance, the composite of the complex P achterna ‘behind.after’ and the
change-of-location verb lopen ‘walk’ in (24) and the semantically near-equivalent examples in (25).

(24) a. ze {zijn/hebben} hem achterna gelopen
they are/have him behind.after walked

b. hij werd (door hen) achterna gelopen
he became by them behind.after walked

(25) a. ze {zijn/hebben} hem achter de kont aan gelopen
they are/have him behind the arse on walked

b. hij werd (door hen) achter de kont aan gelopen
he became (by them) behind the arse on walked

The examples in (25) and (26) exhibit the same behaviour with respect to both auxiliary selection
in the perfect and passivisation.11 In (25), the masculine pronoun is the External Possessor of an
inalienably possessed noun phrase overtly realised as the body-part expression de kont ‘the arse’.

The base verb of the examples in (24) and (25) is a change-of-location verb. In section 1 we
saw that positional verbs also participate in the construction under discussion in this paper. It is inter-
esting in this light to see that the positional verb zitten ‘sit’ can be substituted for lopen ‘walk’ in
(24) and (25), delivering sentences in (26) and (27), which (despite the fact that zitten ‘sit’ is nor-
mally stative) have a dynamic interpretation almost synonymous with (24) and (25) and are best
rendered in English as ‘they ran after/chased/persecuted him’. In (27), the possessum in the comple-
ment of PLoc in (13) is again realised overtly, this time with broek ‘trousers’ as an alternative to kont
‘arse’.

(26) a. ze {hebben/*zijn} hem achterna gezeten
they have/are him behind.after sat

b. hij werd (door hen) achterna gezeten
he became by them behind.after sat

(27) a. ze {hebben/*zijn} hem achter de kont/broek (aan) gezeten
they have/are him behind the arse/trousers on sat

b. hij werd (door hen) achter de kont/broek (aan) gezeten
he became by them behind the arse/trousers on sat

While the sentences in (25) and (27) are idioms featuring an idiosyncratic choice of Inalien-
able Possessum, we find overt Inalienable Possessums also in more directly compositional cases:

11 Hans Broekhuis (p.c.) points out that there may be a semantic difference between the zijn ‘be’ and hebben ‘have’
versions of the a–examples in (24) and (25): with hebben they show a tendency to be durative — cf. achtervolgen ‘pursue
(lit. behind.follow)’, which only selects hebben. The apparently simple verb volgen ‘follow’ (whose etymology goes back
to Proto-Germanic *fulgana, which includes *gana ‘go’) exhibits the same behaviour as its close cousins achterna lopen
and achter de kont aan lopen with respect to oscillation between zijn and hebben selection in the perfect and acceptance
of passivisation with promotion: (i). This arguably indicates that volgen has the syntax in (13) at its core.

(i) ze {zijn/hebben} hem gevolgd hij werd (door hen) gevolgd
they are/have him followed he became by them followed
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(28) a. ze {zijn/*hebben} belangrijke akkoorden overeengekomen
they are/have important agreements over.one.come
‘the ministers have struck important agreements’

b. belangrijke akkoorden werden (door hen) overeengekomen
important agreements became by them over.one.come
‘important agreements were struck (by them)’

(29) a. ze {zijn/*hebben} %(aan)12 onze eisen tegemoet gekomen
they are/have to our demands towards come
‘they have met our demands’

b.i %onze eisen werden (door hen) tegemoet gekomen
our demands becamePL by them towards come

b.ii aan onze eisen werd (door hen) tegemoet gekomen
to our demands becameSG by them towards come
‘our demands were met (by them)’

(30) a. ze {*zijn/hebben} hem terzijde gestaan
they are/have him at.the.side stood
‘they have assisted him’

b. hij werd (door hen) terzijde gestaan
he became by them at.the.side stood
‘he was assisted (by them)’

The preposition over in (28) joins forces with the numeral een ‘one’ (cf. the complex reciprocal one
another). In (29), tegemoet is (historically) the combination of the preposition te ‘at’ and the (now
obsolete) noun gemoet ‘meeting, encounter’. And in (30), the same preposition te ‘at’ combines with
the contracted article (de)r ‘the’ and the body part noun zijde ‘side’: ‘they stood by his side’.13 The
noun phrases of gemoet ‘meeting’, een ‘one’ and zijde ‘side’ overtly represent the Inalienable
Possessum in the structure in (13).

12 In my (Northern) Dutch, overt aan ‘to’ is clearly preferred with tegemoet komen ‘towards come’, though I do
not find (28a) unacceptable without aan. In Flemish it appears to be possible to omit aan with tegemoet komen more
easily than in Northern Dutch. This pattern seems to be closely related to the P-distribution pattern found for examples
of the type in (18), above (recall fn. 9). I do not have a clear picture of the speaker variation affecting the omission of
the preposition aan, and will not speculate about the possible roots of this variation at this time. This is a matter that
future research should look into in greater detail, as it is likely to be revealing in connection with the conditions on zero
allomorphy for (dative) prepositions.

13 Relevant here as well are the sentences in (i), where the b–examples features the Inalienable Possessum bewust-
zijn ‘consciousness’ (alternatively, kennis ‘knowledge’) as the overt complement of bij; in the a–examples, this noun
phrase remains unexpressed. The English expressions to bring someone to and to come to, used in the prose translations
for (i), make a good case for the postulation of a silent complement to the preposition as well: after all, to is otherwise
obligatorily transitive; these expressions are the only ones in which to is used seemingly intransitively.

(i) a. ze brachten hem bij hij kwam bij hij is bij
b. ze brachten hem bij bewustzijn hij kwam bij bewustzijn hij is bij bewustzijn

they brought him by consciousness he came by consciousness he is by consciousness
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2.4 Putting it all together

The version of the example in (29a) including aan ‘to’ (repeated below as (31a), along with its struc-
ture) has both the External Possessor and the inalienably possessed noun phrase in a PP, the first
headed by aan and the second by te. Here we catch a glimpse of the syntax in (13) in its full glory,
with RELATOR2 exponed as komen ‘come’, both Ps spelled out, and with an overt Inalienable
Possessum, headed by the noun gemoet ‘meeting’. While gemoet is obsolete, we find full exponence
of (13) also with perfectly common nouns such  smaak ‘taste’ or keelgat ‘throat hole’, as in (31b,c).

(31) a. ze {zijn/*hebben} aan onze eisen tegemoet gekomen
they are/have to our demands towards come
‘they have met our demands’
[RP2 [PP aan onze eisen] [RN RELATOR2=komen [RP1 ze [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc=te [DP gemoet]]]]]]

b. het diner {is/*heeft} bij hem in de smaak gevallen
the dinner is/has by him in the taste fallen
‘he liked the taste of the dinner, the dinner was to his taste’
[RP2 [PP bij hem] [RN R2=vallen [RP1 het diner [RN R1 [PP PLoc=in [DP de smaak]]]]]]

c. die opmerking {is/*heeft} bij hem in het verkeerde keelgat gevallen/geschoten
that remark is/has by him in the wrong throat.hole fallen/shot
‘that remark went down the wrong way for him, rubbed him the wrong way’
[RP2 [PP bij hem] [RN RELATOR2=vallen/schieten [RP1 het diner [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc=in 

[DP het verkeerde keelgat]]]]]]

The examples in (31b,c) are direct relatives of a construction that is fairly well known from
the literature on Dutch external possession constructions likewise involving the preposition bij,
illustrated in (32). The bij-PP in these examples has been analysed as an adjunct (see Corver 1990,
1992), but treating it in these terms would complicate the establishment of a structural relationship
between the Inalienable Possessum and the External Possessor. The structure in (13), which
accommodates the bij-PP in the specifier position of the RELATOR phrase in the complement of the
verb of location or change of location, provides a more straightforward syntax for (31) and (32). The
structure underlying (32) is spelled out in full below the examples.

(32) a. het kind zit bij hem op schoot
the child sits by him on lap
‘the child is sitting on his lap’

b. het kind staat bij hem aan de deur
the child sits by him at the door
‘the child is standing at his door’

c. het kind ligt bij hem in bed
the child lies with him in bed
‘the child is lying in bed with him’
[RP2 [PP bij hem] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 het kind [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc=op/aan/in DP]]]]
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The syntax given for (32) approximates the end product of Broekhuis & Cornips’ (1997)
analysis of sentences of this type (although Broekhuis & Cornips take the structure in which the bij-
PP occupies a specifier position to result from syntactic movement of PP, and they explicitly set
positional verbs apart from their account).14 This syntax is entirely parallel to that given for the
examples in (31). As it turns out, then, (32) is a member of a family of constructions to which the
transitive/unaccusative hybrids presented in section 1 and those in (31) also belong.

Broekhuis & Cornips (1997) take the grammaticality of (33a) (noted already by Corver 1990,
1992) to support the hypothesis that the bij-PP and the locative PP form a complex PP constituent.
Broekhuis & Cornips (1997) and Corver (1992:fn. 2) note, however, that the wh-question in (33b)
and the relative clause in (33c) both resist fronting of bij DP PLoc DP as a constituent. The structure
in (13) can account for (33a) in terms of topicalisation of RP2 (after movement of DP1 and
RELATOR2): topicalisation can affect propositional structures, as in full-clause topicalisation; even
small clauses can occasionally be topicalised, as in (34), whose marginality with mij ‘me’ is
presumably connected to the case-dependent status of the subject. But wh-movement and
relativisation cannot target propositions: (34) is impossible with wie ‘who’. This accounts for the
contrast between (33a) and (33b,c).

(33) a. [bij Jan op schoot] zat/sprong een kind
by Jan on lap sat/jmped a child

b. ??[bij wie op schoot] zat/sprong een kind?
by who on lap sat/jumped a child

c. *de man [bij wie op schoot] een kind zat/sprong
the man by who on lap a child sat/jumped

(34) [?mij/*wie aardig] vindt haast niemand(?)
   me/who nice finds almost nobody

Topicalisation of small clauses delivers best results if the subject of the small clause is case-
licensed within the fronted unit. This predicts that in constructions of the type in (13) in which the
P introducing the External Possessor is otherwise optional, topicalisation of RP2 should lead to a
strong preference for an overt P. This is correct: see the a–examples in (35) and (36).

14 For Broekhuis & Cornips (1997) (cf. also Scholten 2018 for a similar proposal for a closely related construc-
tion), the bij-PP originates as the predicate of a small clause situated in the complement position of the locative P: see
(ia). In the course of the derivation, the bij-PP moves into the specifier position of the locative PP, as shown in (ib). The
derivation in (i) is problematic in light of the fact that locative Ps cannot normally select propositional complements (such
as the small clause in (ia)) and can only receive in their specifier an ‘R-word’ which they themselves select (eronder
‘there.under’ but not *eronder [een deel van] ‘under a part of it’). There is no support for the proposed movement of the
bij-PP from a position below the locative P; as a matter of fact, the transparency of the bij-PP to subextraction, observed
by Broekhuis & Cornips themselves, seriously compromises the PP-movement analysis (in light of the fact that phrases
moved into a derived specifier position tend to be islands). Broekhuis & Cornips present a variety of other extraction
facts which they construe as support for (i); though it would take me too far afield to run through these here, most of these
data do not unequivocally favour (i). I will not comment here on any of the technical details of Broekhuis & Cornips’
(1997) carefully crafted analysis of bij DP PLoc DP constructions. The only thing that matters for present purposes is the
reasonably close convergence of (ib) and (13) with respect to the (surface) placement of the bij-PP.

(i) a. V [PP2 Spec [PN PLoc [SC [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM] [PP1 P=bij DP]]]]
b. V [PP2 [PP1 P=bij DP]i [PN PLoc [SC [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM] ti ]]]
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(35) a. [??(bij) dit bedrijf binnen] viel de politie (cf. (20))
     by this company inside fell the police

b. *[(bij) welk bedrijf binnen] viel de politie?
   by which company inside fell the police

c. *de bedrijven [(bij) welke binnen] de politie viel
the companies by which inside the police fell

(36) a. [??(aan) onze eisen tegemoet] zullen ze waarschijnlijk niet komen (cf. (29))
     to our demands towards will they probably not come

b. *[(aan) welke eisen tegemoet] zullen ze waarschijnlijk niet komen?
   to which demands towards will they probably not come

c. *de eisen [(aan) welke tegemoet] ze waarschijnlijk niet zullen komen
the demands to which towards they probably not will come

The ungrammaticality of the versions of the b– and c–examples without an overt preposition
is significant in light of the fact that in garden-variety directional unaccusative constructions
featuring a motion verb in combination with a postpositional PP containing binnen ‘inside’ or
tegemoet ‘towards’, such as those in (37a) and (38a),15 fronting of the postpositional phrase under
wh-movement is at least marginally acceptable (though dispreferred to the alternative involving P-
stranding), as shown by the b–examples:

(37) a. hij is de kamer binnen gerend
he is the room inside run
‘he ran into the room’

b. ?welke kamer binnen is hij gerend? bN. welke kamer is hij binnen gerend?
which room inside is he run which room is he inside run

(38) a. hij is haar tegemoet gerend
he is her towards run
‘he ran towards her’

b. ?wie tegemoet is hij gerend? bN. wie is hij tegemoet gerend?
who towards is he run who is he towards run

This is a clear indication that the syntax of the construction under discussion in this paper is different
from simple motion verb constructions of the type in (37a) and (38a). Of course the peculiar mix of
unaccusative and transitive hallmarks that ‘our’ construction gives rise to, and which is not repro-
duced by simple sentences with motion verb and a postpositional PP, is also indicative of a major
syntactic difference between the two construction types. In section 3, I will address this encounter
of unaccusativity and transitivity in more detail.

15 I will not commit myself here to a particular syntactic analysis of the examples in (37) and (38). It seems clear
that binnen ‘inside’ and tegemoet ‘towards’ here are being treated by the syntax as simple postpositions (thus, de kamer
binnen behaves for all intents and purposes like de kamer in ‘the room in’), with binnen/tegemoet and the DP preceding
them forming a constituent that has the label of some extended projection of P. See Koopman (2000), Den Dikken (2010)
and references cited there for discussion of the syntax of postpositional PPs in Dutch, whose details are irrelevant here.
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3 Unaccusativity meets transitivity

3.1 Auxiliary selection

The a–examples in (24) and (32) from the previous section all get their syntax completed by raising
the Theme to the structural subject position across the PP harbouring the External Possessor. They
evince an auxiliary selection pattern that is in part a function of their unaccusative syntax. But apart
from unaccusativity, a central role in the selection of the auxiliary of the perfect is played by the
aspectual properties of the event — specifically, dynamicity and telicity (see Hoekstra & Mulder
1990, Zaenen 1993). In this subsection, I will address the three aux-selection patterns found in the
construction under discussion: zijn ‘be’ only, hebben ‘have’ only, and oscillation between zijn and
hebben.

3.1.1 Stative positional verbs

Stative positional verbs, even when they exhibit unaccusative syntax, select hebben ‘have’ because
of the stativity and atelicity of the event, the latter brought out by the use of jarenlang ‘for years’ in
the sentences in (39).

(39) a. ze {*zijn/hebben} jarenlang op het toneel gestaan
they are/have years.long on the stage stood
‘they have stood on stage for years’

b. ze {*zijn/hebben} jarenlang in de commissie gezeten
they are/have years.long in the committee sat
‘they have sat on this committee for years’

All instances of the structure in (13) featuring positional verbs are atelic; hence they feature
hebben in the perfect. Note that this is true even in examples that combine the use of a positional
verb with the expression of an event that is clearly dynamic.

(40) a. ze {*zijn/hebben} hem jarenlang bijgestaan
they are/have him years.long by.stood
‘they have assisted him for years’

b. ze {*zijn/hebben} hem jarenlang terzijde gestaan
they are/have him years.long at.the.side stood
‘they have assisted him for years’

c. ze {hebben/*zijn} hem urenlang achterna gezeten
they have/are him hours.long behind.after sat
‘they have chased him for hours’

d.. ze {hebben/*zijn} hem urenlang achter de kont/broek (aan) gezeten
they have/are him hours.long behind the arse/trousers on sat
‘they have chased him for hours’
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3.1.2 Motion verbs in atelic constructions

While positional verbs select hebben ‘have’ in the perfect, the motion verb lopen ‘walk’, when
combined with a directional PP, gives rise to apparent variation between zijn ‘be’ and hebben’ in the
periphrastic perfect:

(41) a. hij is {?urenlang/in een uur} naar Boedapest gelopen
he is hours.long/in an hour to Budapest walked

b. hij heeft {urenland/*in een uur} naar Boedapest gelopen
he has to hours.long/in an hour Budapest walked
‘he walked to Budapest {for hours/in an hour}’

Both sentences in (41) can be rendered in English as ‘he walked to Budapest’. But there is a marked
difference between the two auxiliary choices in the scenarios that they can be used to express (see
e.g. Hoekstra 1984, Verkuyl & Zwarts 1992): (41b) is inevitably atelic, and has a prosodic contour
that suggests that naar Boedapest ‘to Budapest’ is syntactically construed as an adjunct (‘on his way
to Budapest, he walked (instead of biking/driving/...)’); (41a), on the other hand, can be telic, with
the walker actually reaching Budapest as a result of his walking event. There is no strict requirement,
however, for (41a) to be interpreted as telic: (41a) is compatible with a scenario in which the walker
gave up before reaching Budapest. Though urenlang ‘for hours’ is not quite as felicitous in (41a) as
is in een uur ‘in an hour’, the combination of a zijn-selecting dynamic verb with non-terminative
adverbial modifiers such as urenlang ‘for hours’ and verder ‘further’ is clearly possible elsewhere:

(42) a. de bal is minutenlang de heuvel af gerold
the ball is minutes.long the hill down rolled
‘the ball rolled down the hill for minutes’

b. Jan is verder het bos in gelopen
Jan is further the forest in walked
‘Jan walked further into the forest’

With this in mind, consider again the examples in (24a) and (25a), repeated in (43), with
time-frame adverbials added to them:

(43) a. ze {zijn/hebben} hem {urenlang/*in een uur} achterna gelopen
they are/have him hours.long/in an hour behind.after walked

b. ze {zijn/hebben} hem {urenlang/*in een uur} achter de kont aan gelopen
they are/have him hours.long/in an hour behind the arse on walked

These sentences are indubitably atelic — and correspondingly, they give rise to what is broadly
speaking a case of free variation in the choice of auxiliary of the perfect, apparently as a reflection
of the fact that the base verb lopen ‘walk’ is compatible with both zijn and hebben when used in an
atelic construction with a spatial PP.
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3.1.3 Motion verbs in telic constructions

While lopen ‘walk’ is an activity verb, vallen ‘fall’ in (44) is part of a Vendlerian accomplishment.
Even if the Theme was already in the river at the time at which the falling event described in (44)
took place, the location denoted by the PP with which vallen combines in syntax invariably
represents the end point or ‘telos’ of the falling event. As a consequence of being inherently unaccu-
sative and heading a telic event, vallen in (44) can only select zijn as its auxiliary of the perfect.

(44) Jan {is/*heeft} in de rivier gevallen
Jan is/has in the river fallen

If the verb is inherently unaccusative AND the event is telic, zijn is always selected as the
auxiliary of the perfect in simple motion verb sentences. When we project this generalisation onto
the structure in (13), and examine instantations of this structure featuring a change-of-location verb,
we discover that it covers the auxiliary selection facts almost perfectly. Consider (45):

(45) a. het leger {is/*heeft} dit land binnengevallen
the army is/has this country inside.fallen
‘the army has invaded this country’

b. het leger {*is/heeft} dit land overvallen
the army is/has this country over.fallen
‘the army has raided this country’

c. het leger {%is/heeft} dit land aangevallen
the army is/has this country on.fallen
‘the army has attacked this country’

Of these three vallen-based constructions, (45a) is clearly telic: an army invades a country in x
amount of time, not for x amount of time. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that (45a) is precisely
the case in which zijn selection is the only option.

Conversely, the fact that (45b) requires hebben is correlated with the atelicity of a raiding
event: raids last a certain amount of time but have no intrinsic ‘telos’. Note that in (45b) we see the
limitations of Ruys’s (2010:163, fn. 23) idea that the choice of auxiliary, in sentences of the type
discussed in this paper, is ‘inherited’ from the base verb: vallen ‘fall’ by itself is incapable of
selecting hebben, as we see in (44). The aux-selecting profile of the complex construction is thus not
a direct function of the aux-selecting profile of the simple verb: it needs to be established indepen-
dently, based in part on the telicity of the sentence.

Auxiliary selection in (45c), with aanvallen ‘attack’, presents a complication. An event of
attacking a country is indubitably atelic, but at least for some speakers (myself included) there is a
choice here between zijn and hebben as the auxiliary of the perfect. For the lopen examples in (43),
we also encountered oscillation between zijn and hebben — though here zijn is not dialectally or
idiolectally restricted. For (43), we appealed to the parallel with simple lopen to account for the aux-
selection pattern in atelic (44). The overvallen example in (45b) is atelic yet evinces on ‘inheritance’
of auxiliary choice from the base verb. But it seems that, to a variable degree, aanvallen in (45c)
allows the base verb’s aux-selecting profile to impose itself upon the complex sentence.
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What exactly is going on with auxiliary selection in the case of aanvallen ‘on.fall, attack’
remains unclear to me at this time. But what emerges fairly clearly from the discussion of auxiliary
selection in complex unaccusative/transitive hybrids in this section is that it is not generally the case
that the aux-selecting properties of the complex construction are a direct reflection of the aux-selec-
ting properties of the base verb (Ruys’s ‘inheritance’); instead, in the general case, auxiliary selection
in complex transitive/unaccusative hybrids is determined for these hybrids themselves, on the basis
of the same interplay of properties at the interface of syntax and semantics that also lies beneath the
aux-selection patterns in simple unaccusative constructions.

3.2 Prenominal attributive use of the past participle

What may contribute to an explanation of the variation in auxiliary selection seen in (45) is the fact
that this variation is matched in an interesting way by the (im)possibility on the part of the complex
verbs involved to have their past participle used as a prenominal attributive modifier. The relevant
examples are given below:

(46) a.i het binnengevallen land a.ii het binnengevallen leger
the inside.fallen country the inside.fallen army
‘the country that was invaded’ ‘the army that invaded’

b.i het overvallen land b.ii *het overvallen leger
the over.fallen country the over.fallen army
‘the country that was raided’ ‘the army that raided’

c.i het aangevallen land c.ii %het ?(op het juiste moment) aangevallen leger
the on.fallen country the on the right moment on.fallen army
‘the country that was attacked’ ‘the army that attacked (at the right time)’

In the right-hand column of (46), we see a reflection of (45): if the vallen-based verb allows
zijn selection in the active perfect, its participle can attributively modify the notional subject of the
event (an unaccusativity diagnostic); if it requires hebben selection, such modification is impossible.
The participles in the right-hand column of (46) are thus active participles.

The sensitivity to zijn selection of the possibility to use the past participle as a prenominal
attributive modifier of the subject is not a quirk specific to instances of (16) involving vallen ‘fall’:
we see it rear its head also in the examples with komen ‘come’, gaan ‘go’ and staan ‘stand’
presented in section 1. The relevant facts are repeated in (47)–(49).

(47) a. deze mensen {zijn/*hebben} hun verplichtingen nagekomen
these people are/have their obligations after.come
‘these people have honoured their commitments’

b.i de nagekomen verplichtingen b.ii de *(hun verplichtingen) nagekomen mensen
the after.come obligations the their obligations after.come people
‘the commitments honoured’ ‘the folks who honoured their commitments’

(48) a. deze mensen {zijn/*hebben} nieuwe verplichtingen aangegaan
these people are/have new obligations on.gone
‘these people have made new commitments’
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b.i de aangegane verplichtingen b.ii de *(verplichtingen) aangegane mensen
the on.gone obligations the obligations on.gone people
‘the commitments made’ ‘the people who have made commitments’

(49) a. de regering {*is/heeft} de mensen bijgestaan
the government has/is the people by.stood
‘the government has assisted the people’

b.i de bijgestane mensen b.ii *de het volk bijgestane regering
the by.stood people the the people by.stood government
‘the people that was assisted’ ‘the government that has assisted the people’

Whereas (49b.ii) is impossible (concomitant to the fact that bijstaan selects hebben), (47b.ii) and
(48b.ii) are acceptable.16

It is important to note that (47b.ii) and (48b.ii) are grammatical only with the noun phrase
of verplichtingen ‘obligations’ included in them. This sensitivity to the presence of the object is not
a property of garden-variety transitive verbs: *de meisjes gekuste jongen ‘the girls kissed boy’ is no
better than an agentive reading for intransitive (*)de gekuste jongen ‘(intended) the boy who kissed
(some unspecified person)’. It seems likely that this sensitivity is reminiscent of the contrast between
(50b) and (51b).

(50) a. de man {*is/heeft} opzettelijk/met opzet gesprongen
the man is/has deliberately/on purpose jumped
‘the man jumped on purpose’

b. *de opzettelijk/met opzet gesprongen man
the deliberately/on purpose jumped man

(51) a. de man {is/*heeft} opzettelijk/met opzet uit het raam gesprongen
the man is/has deliberately/on purpose uit the window jumped
‘the man jumped out the window on purpose’

b. de opzettelijk/met opzet uit het raam gesprongen man
the deliberately/on purpose out the window jumped man
‘the man who jumped out the window on purpose’

If there is indeed a parallel between the need for an object in (47b.ii) and (48b.ii) and the effect of
including the spatial PP in (51b), it further supports the unaccusative analysis — and, more specific-
ally, it may confirm that the structure of nakomen ‘after.come’ and aangaan ‘on.go’ in (47) and (48)
contains a spatial PP embedded in the complement of the verb. The structure in (13) introduces the
inalienably possessed object in the complement of a preposition. In the examples in (47) and (48),
this object is silent — but it is present in the structure, linked to the noun phrase of verplichtingen
‘obligations’, which is the Inalienable Possessum’s External Possessor. It is thanks to the spatial PP
containing the Inalienable Possessum in the unaccusative structure in (13) that the parallel between
(47b.ii) and (48b.ii), on the one hand, and (51b), on the other, can be cashed in.

16 (48b.ii) is somewhat marked relative to (47b.ii). As Hans Broekhuis (p.c.) points out, this seems to be a more
general quirk of the attributive use of the past participle gegaan, also seen in unmistakably unaccusative cases: ?de naar
Boedapest gegane man ‘the to Budapest gone man’ is relatively worse than de naar Boedapest gelopen/gereisde man ‘the
to Budapest walked/travelled man’.
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There plainly is no way in which the acceptability of (47b.ii) and (48b.ii) could be squared
with an analysis of aangaan and nakomen as transitive verbs: under no circumstances can the past
participle of a transitive verb be used as an attributive modifier of its subject. The fact that in (46a.ii)
as well, an object can be added to the left of the attributively used participle (het Polen binnengeval-
len leger ‘the Poland within.fallen army, i.e., the army that invaded Poland’) shows that the behav-
iour of (47b.ii) and (48b.ii) is symptomatic of the class of cases under discussion in this paper:
construals of unaccusative verbs which appear to be transitive yet still wear their unaccusativity on
their sleeve in the realms auxiliary selection and attributive participle use.

So far in this section, I have concentrated on the properties of the examples in the right-hand
column of (46). Let us now turn to the left-hand column. (The examples are repeated here, for ease
of reference.)

(46) a.i het binnengevallen land a.ii het binnengevallen leger
the inside.fallen country the inside.fallen army
‘the country that was invaded’ ‘the army that invaded’

b.i het overvallen land b.ii *het overvallen leger
the over.fallen country the over.fallen army
‘the country that was raided’ ‘the army that raided’

c.i het aangevallen land c.ii %het ?(op het juiste moment) aangevallen leger
the on.fallen country the on the right moment on.fallen army
‘the country that was attacked’ ‘the army that attacked (at the right time)’

In the left-hand column, we see that the past participle may always be used as a modifier of the
object. The participle in the left-hand column is a passive participle; since all three vallen-based
verbs allow passivisation, they all allow their participle to modify the notional object. That the
participles in the left-hand column are passive is confirmed by the fact that adding a door ‘by’ phrase
to these examples is grammatical:

(52) a. het door het leger binnengevallen land
the by the army inside.fallen country

b. het door het leger overvallen land
the by the army over.fallen country

c. het door het leger aangevallen land
the by the army on.fallen country
‘the country that was invaded/raided/attacked by the army’

Now that we have identified the participle of the examples in the left-hand column of (46)
as a passive participle, we are led to raise the question of how unmistakably unaccusative construc-
tions can undergo the passive rule. I turn to this next.

3.3 Passivisation

All three vallen-based verbs featured in (45) and (46) support passivisation with promotion of the
noun phrase of land to subject:
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(53) a. dit land werd (door het leger) binnengevallen
this country became by the army inside.fallen

b. dit land werd (door het leger) overvallen
this country became by the army over.fallen

c. dit land werd (door het leger) aangevallen
this country became by the army on.fallen
‘this country was invaded/raided/attacked (by the army)’

The grammaticality of (53a) in conjunction with the fact that binnenvallen selects the auxiliary zijn
in the perfect (recall (45a)) is particularly noteworthy, and enjoins us to take seriously the mix of
transitive and unaccusative properties to which the structure in (13), repeated below for ease of
reference, gives rise.17

(13) [RP2 [PP P DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM]]]]]

In the active, it is DP1 in (13) that is raised to the structural subject position, unhindered by
the PP in SpecRP2. What happens under passivisation? It will be important here to provide some
general background on the syntax of the active/passive voice alternation.

In Den Dikken (2006:§2.7.1, 2020), I present an outlook on the active/passive alternation in
which directionality of predication plays the lead role. An active construction such as (54) involves
a canonical predication relation between the VP and the subject of predication (the Agent), mediated
by a RELATOR which takes the VP as its complement and introduces the Agent as its specifier. In the
passive in (55), this predication relation is underlyingly reversed: the VP is now in the specifier
position of the RELATOR phrase and the Agent in the complement of the RELATOR (which, when the
Agent is overt, is spelled out as by in English).

(54) a. she kissed him
b. [RP [DP she] [RN RELATOR [VP kissed him]]]

(55) a. he was kissed by her
b. [RP [VP kissed he] [RN RELATOR=by [DP her]]]

To satisfy the Case Filter and the EPP, he raises to SpecTP in the derivation beyond (55b); an
auxiliary is introduced outside RP because the past participle kissed is unable to engage in an Agree
relationship for tense and ö-features with the T-head of the clause.18 The message of this paragraph
is that passivisation is the reversal of the primary predication relation of the clause. With this in
mind, let us now consider the derivation of the passive version of (13).

17 For the dialectal English ‘P-drop’ construction go/come the pub, Myler (2013) also notes a mix of unaccusative
and transitive properties; but as Myler (2013:199) points out, this English construction never allows passivisation with
promotion of the complement of the silent preposition.

18 For details of the syntax of the passive along the lines of (55b), and a suite of arguments in support of this
analysis, see Den Dikken (2020).
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In (13) there are two predication relations established — one between the locative PP and the
Theme, and the other between the whole of RP1 and the External Possessor of the inalienably
possessed noun phrase within the locative PP. The primary predication is the former: the latter
‘merely’ adds an explicit External Possessor to a possessum which, in virtue of being inalienably
possessed, already ‘knows’ that it has a possessor of some sort. Since passivisation reverses the
primary predication relation of the clause, it will target RP1 and flip it, leaving RP2 untouched:

(56) [RP2 [PP P DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 [PP PLoc [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM]] [RN RELATOR1 DP1]]]]

In (56), DP1 (the Theme) is licensed in situ (by RELATOR1=by) and does not move. The
Inalienable Possessum does not move either: it, too, is licensed in place, by the locative P that selects
it. If the preposition introducing the External Possessor is overt, what (56) produces is an impersonal
passive, with an expletive (er in Dutch) in SpecTP.19 We see this in the examples in (57). The core
structures for these examples are provided below them.20

(57) a. er werd op burgerdoelwitten aangevallen door het leger
there became on civilian.targets on.fallen by the army
[RP2 [PP op [DP2 burgerdoelwitten] [RN RELATOR2=vallen [RP1 [PP aan [DP INALIENABLE

POSS’UM=i]] [RN RELATOR1=door [DP1 het leger]]]]

b. er werd bij het bedrijf binnengevallen door de politie
there became by the company inside.fallen by the police
[RP2 [PP bij [DP2 het bedrijf] [RN RELATOR2=komen [RP1 [PP binnen [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM

=i]] [RN RELATOR1=door [DP1 de politie]]]]

c. er werd aan de doodstraf ontkomen door de misdadigers
there was to the death.penalty out.come by the criminals
[RP2 [PP aan [DP2 de doodstraf] [RN RELATOR2=komen [RP1 [PP ont [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM

=i]] [RN RELATOR1=door [DP1 de misdadigers]]]]

19 Perlmutter’s (1978) (ia) illustrates impersonal passivisation of simple unaccusative vallen. This example has
often been interpreted as indicating that impersonal passivisation of vallen requires agentive construal of the verb. That
this is false is clear from the examples in (ib,c) (see Den Dikken 2010).

(i) a. in het tweede bedrijf werd er door de acteur precies op het juiste moment gevallen
in the second act was there by the actor precisely at the right moment fallen
‘in the second act, the actor fell precisely on cue’

b. er wordt wat af gevallen in het wielerwereldje
there is what off fallen in the cyclist-world.DIM

‘(speed) cyclists are falling a lot’
c. er werd door de zware sneeuwval aan de lopende band gevallen

there was because-of the heavy snow-fall on the conveyor belt (i.e., constantly) fallen
‘because it was snowing heavily, lots of people were falling’

20 The structures are presented with a head-initial syntax, which causes the verb (the exponent of R2) not to surface
in the appropriate spot in the linear string. I have no proposal to make regarding the derivation of the correct word order.
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When the preposition introducing the External Possessor is not overt,  the External Possessor
is licensed in situ in the active by receiving dependent accusative case (Marantz 1991/2000, Baker
2014). Even in German, where silent P is licensable by inherent dative case (‘alternative realisation’;
Emonds 1985, 1987), the External Possessor in constructions with the verbs anfallen and überfallen
is marked with accusative case, as shown in (58):

(58) er wollte mich anfallen/überfallen
he wanted  me.ACC on.fall/over.fall
‘he wanted to attack me’

In the derivation based on active (13), the Theme (the smallest eligible goal) raises from
SpecRP1 to SpecTP, and in so doing, the Theme kills three birds with one stone: it satisfies the EPP,
it takes care of its own case requirement, and it controls ö-agreement with the finite verb. In passive
(56), where the predication relation between the locative PP and the Theme is reversed, the Theme
cannot be raised: the subject of a reverse predication is ineligible for promotion. The Inalienable
Possessum is also not moving: it is licensed in situ by the overt preposition that introduces it. It now
befalls the External Possessor to be promoted to structural subject, and as a result the External
Possessor controls ö-feature agreement with the finite auxiliary and gets structural nominative case
there.

(59) a. dit land werd aangevallen door het leger
this country became on.fallen by the army

b. __ [RP2 [PP Pi [DP2 dit land] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 [PP aan [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=i]] 
[RN RELATOR1=door [DP1 het leger]]]]

It is important to note that the derivation of the passive in (59b) does not change the valency
of the verb (the exponent of RELATOR2). The fact that in the constructions under discussion, the verb
is unaccusative (a verb of (change of) location) and serves as little more than a mediator of the
secondary predication relation between RP1 and the External Possessor does not stand in the way of
successful passivisation, therefore. It is in RP1 that predication reversal (. passivisation) takes place;
the verb stays entirely out of this. This is precisely what makes it so easy for verbs which would
otherwise be incapable of participating in personal passivisation (i.e., passivisation with promotion
of an internal argument to subject) to take part in this in the construction in focus in this paper.21

4 Unaccusativity meets agentivity and the UTAH

In the structure in (13), repeated once again below, there is no v* (the ‘little v’ assumed to assign the
Agent è-role) that could be held responsible for introducing an Agent in its specifier position.

21 What the text analysis does not provide an account for is the fact that the verb does change morphologically,
turning into a past participle. In Den Dikken (2020), the fact that the passivised verb is participial is attributed to the fact
that it is ‘trapped’ inside the predicate of a reverse predication structure. To the passive in (59), this does not apply.
Nothing about the syntax presented in (59) would appear to stand in the way of the assignment of finiteness features to
the verb. My suggestion (admittedly weak) is that auxiliation and participialisation are used in the constructions at hand
to assimilate (or analogise) them to typical passives.
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(13) [RP2 [PP P DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM]]]]]
– DP1 = Theme (the argument of which the location denoted by PP is predicated)
– DP2 = External Possessor of the inalienably possessed noun phrase

We have seen that the syntax of constructions employing (13) is indeed unlike garden-variety trans-
itive sentences, and exhibits clear hallmarks of unaccusativity. So the absence of v* is entirely justi-
fied from a syntactic point of view. But the subject of many of the instantiations of (13) presented
earlier in this paper seems distinctly agentive from an interpretive point of view: attackers, invaders,
and raiders are all understood to be wilful performers of the events that they participate in. Shouldn’t
this lead us to identify the è-role of these performers as ‘Agent’?22

In answering this question, let me start by saying that even in simple sentences, unaccusative
verbs like vallen ‘fall’ can be semantically agentive while simultaneously exhibiting syntactic traits
of unaccusativity, incl. zijn selection and prenominal attributive use of the past participle (cf. fn. 1):

(60) a. de man {is/*heeft} opzettelijk/met opzet gevallen
the man is/has deliberately/on purpose fallen
‘the man fell on purpose’

b. de opzettelijk/met opzet gevallen man
the deliberately/on purpose fallen man
‘the man who fell on purpose’

Conversely, agentive verbs that are normally unergative, such as springen ‘jump’, usually exhibit
unaccusative behaviour when they are combined with a directional PP (uit het raam) marking the
‘telos’ of the event, as we see in (61) and (62).

(61) a. de man {*is/heeft} opzettelijk/met opzet gesprongen
the man is/has deliberately/on purpose jumped
‘the man jumped on purpose’

b. *de opzettelijk/met opzet gesprongen man
the deliberately/on purpose jumped man

(62) a. de man {is/*heeft} opzettelijk/met opzet uit het raam gesprongen
the man is/has deliberately/on purpose uit the window jumped
‘the man jumped out the window on purpose’

b. de opzettelijk/met opzet uit het raam gesprongen man
the deliberately/on purpose out the window jumped man
‘the man who jumped out the window on purpose’

In the examples in (63), springen triggers zijn selection and licenses the use of its past participle as
a prenominal attributive modifier even in the absence of a non-verbal predicate in the complement
of the verb (although such a predicate can certainly be supplied, e.g., in the form of open).

22 Instead of ‘Agent’, the reader is welcome to read ‘controller’, ‘initiator’ or ‘instigator’ if any of these is found
to be a more appropriate label.
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(63) a. er is een adertje (open)gesprongen
there is a vein.DIM open jumped
‘a vein has burst (open)’

b. een (open)gesprongen adertje
a open jumped vein.DIM

‘a burst vein’

The fact that prenominal attributive use of the past participle is explicitly correlated with
unaccusativity tells us with certainty that there can be no v* in the structure of (60b), (62b) or (63b).
For (63), the lack of agentivity fits the unaccusative syntax snugly; but (60) and (62), despite exhib-
iting clear unaccusativity traits, have a semantically agentive subject. Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd
(2011:107–114) take this to indicate that there is no correlation between adverbials of the type used
in (60)–(63) and the syntactic projection of an Agent argument. Alternatively, if one wants to
preserve the connection between the distribution of adverbials such as opzettelijk ‘deliberately’ or
met opzet ‘on purpose’ and the syntactic projection of an Agent argument, one will have to laxen the
Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH; Baker 1988) to countenance more than one
way of projecting the Agent è-role onto syntactic structure — one involving v* as the RELATOR and
the other not.

À propos this second possibility, I might point out that the discussion in section 2 has taught
us that there are (at least) two syntactic ways in which the Theme argument can be projected onto
syntax: (11b) (repeated below), for copularly used basic (change-of-)location verbs, and (12b) (also
repeated here), for sentences of the type she pushed him onto the floor/pulled him off the floor. (The
RP complement of V in (12b) can also be used by itself — e.g., in with-absolutes.)

(11b) [RP [DP he] [RN RELATOR=V(lie, fall) [PP on the floor]]]
(12b) [RP2 [DP she] [RN RELATOR1=v [VP V(push, pull) [RP1 [DP him] [RN RELATOR1=i [PP P DP]]]]]]

But even though (11b) and (12b) are not identical when it comes to the RELATOR, what the two
structures clearly have in common is that in both, the Theme (the third-person singular pronoun, he/
him) is the specifier of a small clause whose predicate denotes a state or location. This is the quintes-
sence of Theme-hood, and with respect to this, (11b) and (12b) are on a par.

It is much less likely that (13) and (12b) are sufficiently on a par to yield a unified outlook
on the mapping of the è-role ‘Agent’ onto the syntax. The noun phrase interpreted as the wilful exec-
utor of the event is the DP in SpecvP in (15b) but DP1 in SpecRP1 in (13). Not only are the RELATORs
of the predication relations involved different (RELATOR1 in (13), v* in (12b)), the nature of the
predicate in the RELATOR’s complement is also different in the two structures (PP in (13), VP in
(12b)). The semantically agentive noun phrase in (13) is for all intents and purposes a Theme, origin-
ating as the subject of a locative PP; but in (12b) the semantically agentive noun phrase is born in
a very different place. The differences between (12b) and (13) regarding the merge site of the agen-
tively interpreted DP are so substantial that the prospect of a UTAH-compliant unified perspective
on the syntax of agentivity or the ‘Agent-of’ relationship emerging from (13) and (12b) seems slim.

But we should be well aware, entirely independently of anything having to do with the struc-
ture in (13), that tying agentivity biuniquely to v* causes problems. Consider the examples in (64):
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(64) a. he ran/jumped/danced he sneezed/coughed/hiccupped
b. he ran/jumped/danced himself silly he sneezed/coughed/hiccupped himself silly
c. hij heeft gerend/gesprongen/gedanst hij heeft geniest/gehoest/gehikt

he has run/jumped/danced he has sneezed/coughed/hiccupped

On standard assumptions, v* is present in the syntax of all unergative constructions (with the licens-
ing of cognate objects and ‘fake reflexives’ and the selection of hebben in the periphrastic perfect
often mentioned in support of this), yet only a subset of unergative constructions are agentive: while
running, jumping and dancing events involve a wilful Agent, events of sneezing, coughing and
hiccuping do not; but syntactically, all unergative verbs behave alike in licensing cognate and ‘fake
reflexive’ objects and selecting hebben.

The aim of Hale & Keyser’s (1993) programme of representing thematic relations in syntactic
configurational terms was to get rid of è-role labels in linguistic theory. For the ‘Theme-of’ relation,
this aim can be achieved, taking the differences between (11b) and (12b) in our stride: the Theme
è-role can be abolished because this thematic relationship is entirely configurationally encodable,
with the Theme defined as the argument that serves as the specifier of an RP whose predicate
denotes a (change of) state or location. For the ‘Agent-of’ relation, a uniform syntactic representation
seems unavailable. This will undermine the Hale & Keyser programme ONLY if there is a need for
the grammar to make reference to the Agent as a è-role.

If it should turn out that the grammar need never refer to the ‘Agent è-role’, the fact that no
uniform configurational definition of the ‘Agent-of’ relation is forthcoming is not necessarily a
problem for the general aim of Hale & Keyser’s enterprise. So-called ‘Agent-oriented’ adverbials
suggest by way of their name that their distribution is sensitive to the Agent è-role. But if the distri-
bution of these adverbials is just as easily (or perhaps better) accounted for by making reference to
the semantic agentivity of the event (which may or may not be tied to a specific functional head, such
as Ramchand’s 2008 ‘Init’), it does not lend an argument for the recognition of the è-role Agent.

Whatever the best treatment of agenthood may be, what is clear from the discussion of (60)
and (62) is that constructions that are clearly syntactically unaccusative (and hence do not have v*
in their structural representation) can be ‘agentive’ in a semantic sense. With this in mind, the fact
that the subject of the vallen-based constructions built on (13) are agentive does not furnish an
argument compelling the inclusion of v* in their syntax. And recall that for the assignment of accusa-
tive case to the External Possessor, we do not need to postulate a v* either: this is taken care of by
dependent case.

This essentially completes the discussion of the syntax of the constructions canvassed in
sections 1 and 2, based on the structure in (13). In the next section, I explore the consequences of
tweaking the structure in (13) into a more familiar transitive syntax, by reallocating the P in SpecRP2.

5 From unaccusativity to transitivity

5.1 Experiencing: Overkomen versus ondergaan

Consider the pair of semantically near-equivalent sentences in (65) and (66), both involving a
complex change-of-location verb (over+komen, onder+gaan) and a PP headed by aan containing
an Inalienable Possessum linked to the external feminine pronoun.
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(65) het {is/*heeft} haar aan den lijve overkomen
it is/has her on the body over.come
‘it happened to her (body)’

(66) zij {*is/heeft} het aan den lijve ondergaan
she is/has it on the body under.gone
‘she has experienced it (personally)’

Both of these examples are archaic due to the fact that they contain aan den lijve, which is recog-
nisably a relic of a bygone era in which Dutch still had case morphology on articles (den = de ‘the’
+ K) and common nouns (lijve = lijf ‘body’ + K). With aan den lijve left out, both (65) and (66) are
perfectly unmarked in present-day Dutch. But the interest of including aan den lijve lies precisely
in the fact that this phrase gives us an overt expression of the Inalienable Possessum that (13)
postulates as an integral part of the syntax of the constructions under discussion in this paper. The
sentence in (65) is in fact a perfect specimen of (13), as the structure in (67) demonstrates.23 As is
by now familiar, the Theme (het ‘it’) is raised to the structural subject position and gets nominative
case, while the External Possessor stays in SpecRP2.

24 This produces the output in (65).

23 In (67), I treat the inseparable prefix over as the exponent of RELATOR1 — a particle that must incorporate into
the verb and form an unbreakable unit with it. Nothing hinges on this particular treatment of over, however.

24 The External Possessor in (65) receives inherent dative case rather than dependent accusative case. In German
(i) (the near-equivalent of Dutch (65)), the Experiencer (= External Possessor) is explicitly dative-marked. See also (iia)
and its Dutch counterpart in (iib), featuring the poster-child psych-verb bevallen/gefallen ‘BE/GE.fall, please’, based on
vallen/fallen ‘fall’. Note that in all these examples, auxiliary selection is categorical: only zijn/sein ‘be’ is allowed. This
seems to be a general property of instances of (13) in which the External Possessor is dative-marked by the P that selects
it: because it has inherent case, no dependent accusative case is assigned; hebben selection is sensitive to dependent case
on the External Possessor. (iii) is particularly illustrative: while physical overvallen requires hebben (for reasons
discussed in section 3), psychological overvallen allows zijn (at least for some speakers); and the semantic equivalent
idiom rauw op het dak vallen (cf. also bekend voorkomen ‘strike as familiar’) even demands zijn. (Passivisation, as in
(iiic,cN), is possible only where hebben-selection is grammatical in the active.) Note also the contrast between Dutch (iib)
and near-equivalent het {*is/heeft} haar verrast and German es {*ist/hat} sie überrascht ‘it surprised her’, where the
Experiencer is accusative (German sie) and we get heeft/hat ‘has’ rather than is/ist ‘is’.

(i) es ist ihr passiert
it is her.DAT passed
‘it happened to her’

(ii) a. es ist ihr gefallen b. het is haar bevallen
it is her.DAT GE.fallen it is her BE.fallen
both: ‘it pleased her’

(iii) a. de boef {*is/heeft} me overvallen
the crook is/has me over.fallen
‘the crook robbed me’

b. het nieuws {%is/heeft} me overvallen bN. het nieuws {is/*heeft} me rauw op het dak gevallen
the news is/has me over.fallen the news is/has me raw on the roof fallen
‘the news caught me by surprise’ ‘the news caught me by surprise’

c. ik ben door het nieuws overvallen cN. *ik ben door het nieuws rauw op het dak gevallen
I am by the news over.fallen I am by the news raw on the roof fallen
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(67) [RP2 [PP Pi [DP2 haar] [RN RELATOR2=komen [RP1 [DP1 het] [RN RELATOR1=over
[PP aan [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=den lijve]]]]]]

Earlier in this paper, we encountered examples for both komen ‘come’ and gaan ‘go’ that
participate in the syntax unfolding from (13) in the expected way. But (66), featuring gaan in
combination with the inseparable prefix onder ‘under’, puts this syntax on its head: here it is the
External Possessor that shows up as the structural subject, with nominative case; and the Theme is
in object position (invisibly assigned accusative case: het ‘it’, like its English counterpart, is case-
invariant). The alternation in (65)–(66) is similar to the frighten~fear alternation familiar from the
literature on experiencer predicates — and indeed, we are dealing in (65)–(66) with experiencer
constructions.

There is no way for the syntax in (13) as it stands to deliver the output in (66). The only
grammatical derivation resulting from this structure is one in which the Theme is promoted to
subject: recall from section 2 that the Theme is the smallest category (a DP) that can satisfy the probe
T; the External Possessor, contained in a PP, stays in situ. How, then, do we get from (65) to (66)?

One possibility that one might imagine is that the relative structural positions of the External
Possessum and the Theme are swapped in the syntax underlying (66). But this possibility can be
swiftly cast aside, for the following cogent reasons. The Theme needs to be introduced as the subject
of a predicate denoting a (change of) location or state. The PP in the complement of RELATOR1 is
such a predicate, and it is the only such predicate around, so the Theme must be base-generated in
SpecRP1. Moreover, even if we were to allow the Theme to be introduced at a distance from the
locative predicate, we still would not get away with merging the External Possessor in SpecRP1: with
the External Possessor serving as the subject of predication for the locative PP AND binding the
predicate variable contained in this PP, there is no way to construe RP1 as a predicate. By the time
we come round to merging the Theme, outside RP1, we have run out of predicates. So by introducing
the External Possessor in SpecRP1, we forfeit the chance of introducing a Theme higher up the tree.

Starting out instead from (67), keeping to the relative hierarchical positions of the arguments,
we can make a relatively small but effective alteration whose result will be that the External
Possessor is raised to the structural subject position, and the Theme remains in situ as the beneficiary
of accusative case-assignment. The thing to do is to merge the silent preposition Pi in a different
place. This P has a structural relationship with the External Possessor, not a thematic one: the
External Possessor is thematically dependent on the Inalienable Possessum. Thematic relations
between a head and a dependent are configurationally categorical, established under sisterhood; but
non-thematic structural relations between a head and a dependent come in two kinds: the head–com-
plement relation and the head–specifier relation. Because the P construed with the External Possess-
or is silent, it is not transparent to the language user exactly which of these two relationships is
operative here. In (13) and (67), the structural relation between P and the External Possessor is one
of complementation, which precludes promotion of this argument to subject. But alternatively, P can
be merged under RELATOR2, forming a complex head with the verb, as in (68), and engaging in a
head–specifier relationship with the External Possessor.25

25 The alternation in (67) and (68) between Pi taking the External Possessor as its complement or as its specifier
is not to be thought of in terms of incorporation: incorporation cannot ‘downgrade’ a head from SpecXP to X. Those who
find this verbiage helpful may want to think of the ‘reanalysis’ of Pi from a head taking the External Possessor as its
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(68) [RP2 [DP2 zij] [RN Pi+RELATOR2=gaan [RP1 [DP1 het] [RN RELATOR1=onder
[PP aan [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=den lijve]]]]]]

In (68), the External Possessor is ‘just’ a DP — more particularly, the highest DP in the structure,
hence the one that gets first dibs at raising to SpecTP. With the External Possessor now taking the
subject function, the Theme stays put and is realised as the object, receiving dependent accusative
case.

5.2 Possessing and having

In the tradition of Benveniste’s (1966) famous adage that ‘avoir n’est rien autre qu’un être à
inversé’, it has been common to think of have as the combination of the copula be and (the silent
allomorph of) the preposition to. In light of the discussion in the previous subsection, the question
that arises against this background is whether (13) might give rise to a be~have alternation. Indeed
it does.

Consider the following pair of sentences, both best rendered as she has a hat on:

(69) bij haar staat een hoed op het hoofd
by her stands a hat on the head

(70) zij heeft een hoed op het hoofd
she has a hat on the head

complement to a subpart of a head taking the External Possessor as its specifier as a case of ‘grammaticalisation’. Note
that this would be ‘downward grammaticalisation’, counter to Roberts & Roussou’s (2003) theory.

The text outlook on (65)~(66) gives us an opportunity to view the difference between komen ‘come’ and gaan
‘go’ (at least in this particular case) in a structural way: while komen is the exponent of the ‘bare’ RELATOR2, we get gaan
when the RELATOR forms a complex head with Pi. Now that we have covered (65)~(66), the reader may wonder whether
there is a Dutch equivalent to English inchoative get that participates in structures of the type in (67) and (68). In Den
Dikken (2010), I argue that alongside COME/GO, inchoative GET is a syntactic primitive — in present terms, the spell-out
of a RELATOR mediating a predication relationship. The Dutch equivalent to English inchoative get is raken: see (i).
Interestingly, raken doubles as what appears to be a lexical verb which can combine with aan to form aanraken ‘touch’:
(ii). For (ii) it is highly plausible to treat it as the product of (16), with hem as the External Possessor of the silent
Inalienable Possessum (‘body (part)’ or, on a psychological interpretation, ‘mind’) in the complement of aan, and with
zij as the Theme. The fact that aanraken ‘touch’ selects hebben in the perfect while ‘bare’ inchoative raken selects zijn
can readily be understood from the perspective of the discussion in section 3: (ii) is atelic.

(i) a. de sleutel is weg/zoek geraakt
the key is away/lost got
‘the key got lost’

b. hij is in de war geraakt
he is in the tangle got
‘he got confused’

(ii) zij heeft hem aangeraakt
she has him on.got
‘she touched him’
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In the former, we see a perfect realisation of the structure in (13), as shown in (71): bij haar ‘by her’
is the PP in SpecRP2 harbouring the External Possessor, staat ‘stands’ is the exponent of RELATOR2

(a positional verb used as a copula, equivalent to be), een hoed is the Theme in SpecRP1, and op het
hoofd, a PP whose complement is the Inalienable Possessum, is the predicate of the Theme.

(71) [RP2 [PP P=bij [DP2 haar] [RN RELATOR2=staan [RP1 [DP1 een hoed] [RN RELATOR1=i
[PP op [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=het hoofd]]]]]]

In (71), as is usual, the Theme is picked to be the nominative subject. (The fact that bij haar
‘by her’ rather than een hoed ‘a hat’ shows up in sentence-initial position in (69) is due to the fact
that indefinite nominative subjects preferably occur quite low in the structure in Dutch; the pre-finite
position can be occupied by all manner of non-subjects in Verb Second languages.) In (70), on the
other hand, it is the External Possessor of the hat that is promoted to subject, and een hoed (invisibly)
gets accusative case.26 For the derivation of this output, based on something close to (71), we resort
to the same strategy we used in the previous subsection to procure (66): the preposition that in (71)
takes the External Possessor as its complement instead forms a complex head with RELATOR2 and
engages in a head–specifier relationship with the External Possessor. The PF-product of Pi+
RELATOR2, in the absence of an aspectual verb, is hebben ‘have’ (cf. Broekhuis & Cornips 1997).27

The structure in (72) illustrates:

(72) [RP2 [DP2 zij] [RN Pi+RELATOR2=hebben [RP1 [DP1 een hoed] [RN RELATOR1=i
[PP op [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=het hoofd]]]]]]

The syntax of possessive ‘have’ in (72) unites Benveniste’s (1966) adage (‘avoir = être+à’) with the
idea that ‘have’ is a transitive copula (Hoekstra 1994, Myler 2016).

While (72) does not have a positional verb under RELATOR2, it is not impossible for such a
verb to be used here: the verb zitten is an integral part of the Dutch verb that translates as ‘to
possess’. The analysis of (73) is quite straightforward in light of what has already been said. The
structure in (74) is identical with (72), but there are a few differences regarding the way in which the
various positions in the structure are spelled out at PF. 

(73) zij bezit een hoed
she BE.sits a hat
‘she possesses a hat’

(74) [RP2 [DP2 zij] [RN P=be-+RELATOR2=zitten [RP1 [DP1 een hoed] [RN RELATOR1=i
[PP Pi [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM=i]]]]]]

26 In Dutch, this is invisible; but German can bring it out explicitly: sie hat einen Hut auf dem Kopf ‘she.NOM has
a hat.ACC on the head.DAT’.

27 Broekhuis & Cornips (1997:207) also mention the interesting possibility of using hebben alongside the
positional verb, as in zij heeft een kind op de schouders zitten ‘she has a child on the shoulders sit.INF’ and even zij heeft
een kind bij zich op de schouders zitten ‘she has a child by REFL on the shoulders sit.INF’, featuring hebben, a bij-PP and
zitten together. Neither their analysis nor mine accommodates these directly in terms of a Benvenistian be~have alter-
nation. Broekhuis & Cornips tentatively conclude that these cases represent different structures. 
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Whereas in (72) the preposition amalgamating with RELATOR2 is silent, for (73) it is eminently
plausible to treat the inseparable prefix be- as the exponent of the preposition attached to RELATOR2:
the etymology of Germanic be- traces it back to the same preposition that bij in (69) represents —
the preposition engaging in a relationship with the External Possessor.28 So unlike (72), the
representation in (74) is morphologically perfectly compositional.

Besides the difference in exponence of the P+RELATOR2 amalgam, the only other way in
which (72) and (74) differ lies in the fact that the preposition introducing the Inalienable Possessum
and the Inalienable Possessum itself are both silent in (74). This does not seem in any way to be a
profound difference: it should logically be possible for the bottom portion of (74) to be decked out
with lexical items. It may be that the reason why the P-head taking the Inalienable Possessum as its
complement remains silent is a consequence of the fact that there is an overt P-element exponed as
be- in the P+RELATOR2 amalgam — this may make the P-head of the predicate of the Theme recover-
able, as a result of which PF-economy may make it preferable to keep it unpronounced. That the
Inalienable Possessum is silent is certainly not something that is specific to bezitten ‘possess’
constructions: in the bulk of cases reviewed above, the possessum is not spelled out. As a matter of
fact, in (72) as well, the possessum (het hoofd ‘the head’) can readily be left out, as shown in (70N):29

(69N) *bij haar staat een hoed op
by her stands a hat on

(70N) zij heeft een hoed op
she has a hat on

Leaving out the Inalienable Possessum is entirely impossible in (69): (69N) is no good. Whether this
is something that the syntax should explain is not clear to me at this time. I can see no way in which
the difference between (71) and (72) could account for the ill-formedness of (69N). I will leave this
matter of why this sentence does not work unresolved here.

One last note on possessing is due before I close this discussion. Alongside the sense of
‘owning property’, both English possess and Dutch bezitten can express something more strictly
locational: (75a) is equivalent to (75b) and (75c).

28 German besitzen ‘possess’ is exactly like Dutch bezitten: an amalgam of be- and ‘sit’. Latin possîdeô ‘possess’,
according to Wiktionary, is a combination of potis ‘able’ and sedeô ‘sit’. More likely, though, po is the Latin spatial
particle ‘off, away’ — cf. porceô < po+arceô and abarceô (with the particle ab), both meaning ‘keep/ward off, restrain’.

29 In standard Dutch, leaving the Inalienable Possessum unpronounced is generally possible in hebben construc-
tions only if the possessum is a body (part) noun phrase (see (i) for an example in which the possessum is the entire body;
in (70) it is only a body part), not if it is a bare reflexive (as in (ii)). But there are varieties of Dutch in which (ii) is
grammatical without zich. There is no general ban on leaving out zich qua Inalienable Possessum in (13): (iii) is gram-
matical without zich, analogously to English she left her past behind (her).

(i) zij heeft geen kleren aan (het/haar lijf)
she has no clothes on the/her body

(ii) zij heeft haar paspoort niet bij %(zich) (iii) zij heeft haar verleden achter (zich) gelaten
she has her passport not by REFL she has her past/history behind REFL left
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(75) a. de duivel bezit hem
the devil possesses him

b. de duivel zit in hem
the devil sits in him

c. de duivel zit bij hem binnen
the devil sits by him within

The example in (75c) leads us straight back to (13), with binnen spelling out the PP in the comple-
ment of RELATOR1, de duivel being the Theme subject of predication for this PP, and bij hem bring-
ing in the External Possessor of the Inalienable Possessum that is an integral part of binnen. With
the positional verb zitten lexicalising RELATOR2 and the Theme raising to the structural subject
position, (75c) is derived straightforwardly.30 In (75a), we find bezitten ‘possess’, which suggests that
the preposition bij forms an amalgam with RELATOR2=zitten. If this bij were the P related to the
External Possessor in (75c), it would be a complete surprise that the Theme is the argument raised
to subject in (75a): in (73) it is the External Possessor that becomes the subject, not the Theme. Note,
however, that (75c) features TWO instances of bij: binnen is an amalgam of bij/be- and the Inalien-
able Possessum in its complement. If it is this bij that is merged at RELATOR2 in (75a) (rather than
the bij introducing the External Possessor hem in (75c)), we get Theme promotion, as desired.

6 Conclusion

The focus of this paper has been on constructions featuring a basic (change-of-)location verb which
exhibit an extraordinary mix of properties in the realm of auxiliary selection, case assignment,
agentivity, and passivisation suggesting a hybrid of unaccusativity and transitivity. I have argued that
the palette of colours shown by these constructions is the product of the syntax in (13), which
involves two layers of predication: the core predication structure is locative, with a Theme in its
specifier; since the locative predicate contains an Inalienable Possessum that harbours a predicate
variable, the predication structure constituted by the locative PP and the Theme is predicated in turn
of an External Possessor, introduced in a PP.

(13) [RP2 [PP P DP2] [RN RELATOR2=V [RP1 DP1 [RN RELATOR1 [PP PLoc [DP INALIENABLE POSS’UM]]]]]

All the ingredients of the structure in (13) can have overt exponents (see, e.g., the examples in (31)).
The preposition introducing the External Possessor keeps this DP in situ in active sentences, causing
the Theme to be promoted to subject, just as in unaccusative constructions in general. But under
certain circumstances, this preposition can be reanalysed as an integral part of the RELATOR in whose
specifier position the External Possessor is introduced, in which case it is the External Possessor that
raises to the structural subject position, which gives rise to a surface syntax mimicking simple
transitives. The syntactic alternation regarding the treatment of this P-element reveals itself, among
other contexts, in the be/have alternation in possessive constructions, and provides a transparent
morphosyntax for the expressions of possession (Dutch bezitten, German besitzen, Latin possîdeô)
in the Indo-European languages.

30 For (75b), a structure simpler than (13) is available — recall (11).
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At the theoretical level, the analysis of transitive/unaccusative hybrids in (13) provides
important details regarding the syntax of predication (esp. the fact that predication structures can be
layered, and the fact that simple verbs of (change-of-)location can be used as RELATORs of
predication relations) and the syntax of unaccusativity and transitivity and their hallmarks (auxiliary
selection, case assignment, passivisation, prenominal attributive use of participles). It also reveals
that while the ‘Theme-of’ relation is generally UTAH-compliant (the Theme is consistently the
subject of a predication structure whose predicate denotes a state or location), the ‘Agent-of’ relation
does not seem to have a straightforward syntactic signature.
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